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Tell a friend about Thanksgiving.



Circle all the objects that you can eat.



Help the pilgrims find their way to America.



Finish the patterns with the images at the bottom of the page.





Cut out pictures and place them on the correct sorting mat.



Cut and glue to tell the Thanksgiving story.

The Pilgrims came in a                             .

The                              helped them.

The Pilgrims learned to plant                             .

They cut                             and made                            .

In the                              they had a big meal.

The                            and Native Americans ate and played games.

                                              We call this Thanksgiving.



Circle the object that is different in each row.



Cut on the lines.



Solve the math problems below.
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Cut out and use as puppets or glue to paper to create your own scene. 



Cut out and use as puppets or glue to paper to create your own scene. 





How many do you see?











 

red

yellowpurple
orange

green
black

blue

brown

Read the color words. Color the hats that color.



The turkey is between the Pilgrim and the pumpkin.

The girl with brown hair is holding a pie.



Fill in the correct words in the blanks below.

WATTLE

WING

FEET

TAIL

BEAK



Cut out the numbers and paste them in the correct spot.

7

9

4

6

2

4

1 * 2 * 3 * 4 * 5 * 6 * 7 * 8 * 9 * 10 





Cut out the shapes at the bottom of the page 
and glue them to the matching shape. 





Cut out the pictures. Paste them below the correct first sound.

ow dht

Write the first sound on your own!



Color the pictures. Cut and paste them in the cornucopia.





Add whipped cream ( cotton balls) to the pie and count how many!

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Oxymax Playroom





Trace the turkey feathers.



Trace the turkey feathers.



Trace the turkey feathers.
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Read. Cut and paste the events in the correct order.

First, we cook the turkey.

Next, we make a pie.

Then, I set the table.

Finally, we eat Thanksgiving dinner.

First Next Then Finally



What do you eat on Thanksgiving?


